It is easy to verify that, for each integer n IΞ> 0, p n is a metric on X which is equivalent to the metric on X inherited from the plane. Furthermore, {ρ n }Z=ι converges pointwise to p 0 . For each integer n > 0 let f n : X->X be given by % 2-0 - (2-(ί+1) , 2-% ), if i = n , (1, 2~%) (1, 0) , if j Φ n and i = 0 ,
, if j Φ n and i =£ 0 .
It is easy to prove Define f 0 : X-+X by / 0 (x) = (1, 0) for all #e that (1) for each n ^ 0, f n is a /^^-contraction mapping with p nLipschitz constant equal to 1/2; (2) the sequence {/ Λ }» =1 converges pointwise to / 0 ; ( 3 ) the mapping f n has fixed point (0, 2-) f
(1, 0), w > 0 , n = 0 (4) the sequence {α n }~= 1 of fixed points converges to (0, 0) and not to the fixed point (1, 0) 
Hence if x,yeX and
, f N are each (p Q~) uniformly continuous on K, the sequence {/ n }"=i is (PQ -) equicontinuous on K. Therefore, since K is compact and {/»}? =1 converges pointwise to f 0 , it follows that {/«}? =1 converges (p Q -) uniformly on K to / 0 . This completes the proof of the lemma.
REMARK.
Under the conditions of Lemma 1, without assuming p n is equivalent to p 0 , it is not difficult to prove that f 0 is ^-nonexpansive. Let x, y e X and let ε > 0. Choose N such that if n ^ N then ρ n is uniformly within e/4 of ρ 0 , p o (f n (x), f Q (x)) < e/4, and ρ o (f n (v) , < e/4. Then, if n ^ ΛΓ,
< | O»(a?, 1/) + 3ε/4 < ^(a?, 2/) + e .
Since ε was arbitrary, / 0 is |O 0 -nonexpansive.
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem A, even in the case when each p n = p 0 , because each f n for n = 0, 1, 2, is assumed to be only contractive. THEOREM 1. Let (X, p 0 ) be a locally compact metric space and assume {p Λ }" =1 and {f n }^o satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 1. If f 0 is Po-contractive and f n has fixed point a n for each n = 0, 1, 2, -, then the sequence [a n }~= ι converges to α 0 .
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Proof. Let ε > 0 be chosen such that K(a 0 , ε) = {x e X \ ρ o (a o , x) ^ ε} is a compact subset of X. Since Lemma 1 applies, {/»}?=i converges uniformly on K(a 0 , ε) to / 0 . Choose a natural number N such that if n ^ N and x e K(a o ,ε), then
(clearly μ > 0 by the ^-contractiveness of f 0 and the compactness of K(a 0 , ε)). Then, iΐ n ^> N and a? e iΓ(α 0 , ε),
Thus, for n^ N,f n maps UL(α 0 , ε) into itself. Letting flr Λ be the restriction of f n to iΓ(α 0 , ε) for each n^> N, we see that g n is a /0 ncontractive mapping of the (p n -) compact metric space K(a Q , ε) into itself. Therefore, g n has a fixed point in K(a Q , ε) for each n ^ N [1] which must, from the definition of g n and the fact that f n has only one fixed point, be a n . Hence, a n e K(a 0 , ε) for each n ^ N. It follows that the sequence {α % }~= 1 converges to α 0 . THEOREM 2. Lei (X, |θ 0 ) δe a metric space and assume {p n }Z=i and {f n }n=o satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 1. If f n has fixed point a n for each n ~ 1, 2, and some subsequence of {α % }~= 1 converges to a point x Q e X, then x 0 is a fixed point of / 0 . In particular, if /o is Po-contr'active with (unique) fixed point α 0 , then x 0 = α 0 .
Proof. Let {α % .}Γ=i be a subsequence of {α w }J =1 such that {α Wί }f =1 converges to a point # 0 e X. Applying Lemma 1 to K = {x 0 , α Λl , α W2 , •}, we see that {f n .}T =ί converges uniformly on K to /". Hence, {f ni (a n .)}? =1 converges to f o (x o ).
But, since f n .(a n .) = α Λi for each £ = 1, 2, and since {α^}Γ=i converges to x 0 , this proves that f o (x o ) = ^0 REMARK. Using the techniques in the remark following Lemma 1, it can be shown that the function f 0 in Theorem 3 is a ^-contraction with ^o-Lipschitz constant β.
REMARK. In the proof of Theorem 1 we showed that all but finitely many of the functions f n mapped the compact set K(a 0 , ε) into itself. We could have concluded (without the assumption that each f n had a fixed point) from Edelstein's Theorem 1 [l] that all the functions f n mapping K(a 0 , e) into itself had fixed points. Furthermore, this procedure would prove that these fixed points converge to α 0 . x . Now, since F is a ^-contractive mapping (see comments above), we may apply Theorem 1 of [1] and obtain that B is a fixed point of F, i.e., F(B) = B. Define a real-valued continuous function g on B by g(x) = inf {p(x, y)\y e F(x)} for each x G B. Since B is compact, g assumes its minimum r at some point b e B. Suppose r > 0. Since
3* Theorems for multi-valued mappings* Let (X, p) be a metric space. By 2 X [CB(X)] we mean the space of all compact [closed and bounded] nonempty subsets of X metrized by H, the Hausdorff metric induced by p[2, p. 131]. A function F: X-+CB(X) is said to be a multi-valued p-contractίon [p-contractive] mapping if and only if there exists λ < 1 such that H{F(x), F(y)) ^ \p(x, y) for all x, y e X[H(F(x), F(y)) < ρ(x, y) for all x, y e X with χφy\. A point xeX is said to be a fixed point for a function F:X-+CB{X) if and only if xeF(x) (see [5] for further discussion
However, since F{B) = B, zeB and this contradicts the minimality of g at 6. Hence, r = 0. It now follows that b e Fφ), which proves the theorem. (1) {F n (A)}^ι converges to B and (2) there exists a point pe X such that {F n ({p})" =1 converges to B.
The proof of (1) is the same as the argument in Remark 3.2 of [1] . To prove (2) Since a multi-valued contradiction mapping on a complete space into CB(X) has a fixed point [5] , one might conjecture that Theorem 4 could be extended to multi-valued contractive mappings into CB(X) (assuming F maps into CB(X)). This is not possible in general, as is seen in the following EXAMPLE.
Let X = {x n \ n = 0, ±1, ±2, •} u {y} be a countable set of distinct points and define a metric p for X by the conditions (1) It is easy to verify that p is a metric. Define F:X->CB(X) by letting F(y) = X -{y} and FOEJ = x n+1 for each x % e X. It is easy to see that F is a multi-valued ^-contractive mapping and that F maps CB(X) into CB(X). Since F n ({y}) = X -{y} for each n = 1, 2, , it is obvious that the sequence {F n ({y})}n =ί converges (to X -{y}). However, F has no fixed point. It is interesting to note that, though F maps CB(X) into CB(X), F is not a contractive mapping. Also note that (X, p) is complete.
We now present the types of modifications necessary to obtain generalizations of the results in §2 to multi-valued mappings. For the remainder of this section H n will denote the Hausdorff metric for 2 X induced by p n for n -0,1, 2, It is well-known that equivalent metrics for X may not induce equivalent Hausdorff metrics for CB(X) [2, p. 131] . However, equivalent metrics for X do induce equivalent metrics for 2 Y . We need the following lemma.
It is easy to verify that F is a multi-valued contractive mapping and that F: 2 X -> 2 X has no fixed point. Each point of X is a fixed point of F. If we let F n = F and a n = n + n n + 1 for each w = 0, 1, 2, •• , then we see that {F n }n=i converges to F o but {a n }ζ =1 has no convergent subsequence.
The modifications of other theorems in §2 are carried out in an analogous fashion.
4* Added in proof.
This result is contained in [3] as Theorem 3.3.
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